Life Around Westby

For every person that opens the doors to Westby, a different experience follows them until they graduate. Each class provides something new and exciting for the students as well as the professor teaching it. In Westby, students are constantly working, continuously making new friends, and forever sharing creativity, thoughts, and ideas. From the long, countless hours that students have spent in this building, many memorable moments have been made. There’s support for the struggles and help when it’s needed so students always have the chance to succeed. The Gallery has given the opportunity for all readers to see for themselves what life at Westby is all about!
“Doc helps a student remember the techniques that are explained in the infamous lectures that no one will ever forget.”

“Charcoal drawings almost never stay only on the paper.”
"Painting is easy when you don't know how, but very difficult when you do."
- Edgar Degas

"The use of headphones: block it all out of the mind and focus only on one thing."
- Edgar Degas
"Close attention to detail will make your work more dynamic."

"Working hard, or hardly working?"
"Just remember to score, slip, and seal."

"Not one etching does an etcher make; not one pot does a potter make." - Doc Appelson
"Decision making time! The more choices, the stronger your ending result will be."

"There's always room for improvement."
“Concentration is key when working in any area of art.”

“Recipe for DISASTER!”